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This is a location that would capture any fishing fan, and for most, experiencing this
remarkable moment would be a dream come true. However, for Nelson Murakami,

owner of Natural Sports in Kitchener, this dream often becomes a reality.
Through product testing for his business, Murakami has been able to go on many mem-

orable fishing trips, from the Arctic Ocean to Mexico, and from the Florida Keys to the
South Caribbean. Murakami says he wouldn’t put one spot above another as his favourite.
“They’ve all been good. They were all different types of fishing, too.”

Natural Sports, now celebrating its 25th anniversary, was originally the idea of Muraka-
mi’s father. At that time, his father owned a leather goods business next door to the even-
tual tackle shop. “That’s where I was working at that time,” says Murakami.

Always an avid fisherman, Murakami says his father realized the potential for a special-
ized tackle shop in Kitchener, since there was nowhere in Waterloo Region to purchase
certain speciality tackle. “It’s something that he always wanted to do, so he took the first
step.”

They opened the shop in an empty space in the building that Murakami’s father leased,
and put their first order into one of the suppliers. “We put some stuff out on tables, almost
like a garage sale,” says Murakami.

He helped his father out with the new venture for the first couple of days, before realiz-
ing his father was much too busy to run both the leather goods store and the tackle shop. “I
ended up doing a bit of both, running the [tackle] store and working at the leather store,”
says Murakami.

Eventually Natural Sports grew, and Murakami says it got too busy for him to do both
jobs. “I had a choice between one or the other, so I took this route.” He says he chose to
run the tackle store because it was more fun than working in the factory.

Murakami says over the past 25 years, Natural Sports, and the entire fishing industry for
that matter, have changed quite a bit. “Nowadays, I think every type of business has to be
highly specialized.”

One lesson Murakami says he learned was that a business cannot be into any type of
endeavour part way. About 15 years ago, Natural Sports began selling camping and
archery supplies because of those activities’ close relationship to fishing. “We found that
we weren’t doing a good job at any one thing besides fishing. Fishing was definitely our

REELING in the
BUSINESS
Natural Sports has helped fishing fans for 25 years

BY BENJAMIN RICHMOND
On a shoreline between British Columbia and Alaska, a fisherman casts his line
into the waters of the Pacific Ocean. The line skims along the ocean’s surface, a
thin boundary briefly bisecting the body of water. On one side, killer whales can
be seen surfacing from the depths, while on the other side, sea lions splash
about in the shallow waters.
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Nelson Murakami, owner
of Natural Sports
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main focus, and we were just doing a half-
job on the camping side of things.”

Murakami says he could have dedicated
a whole other store to the camping aspect.
“After about four or five years of [selling
camping and archery supplies], we decided
to go back to strictly fishing.”

He adds fishing is similar to any other

sport, where technology is changing the
game. Over the past quarter-century, there
have been many innovations in both the
equipment and techniques of the industry.
Murakami says, as for himself, he does not
notice much of a change because he is
involved with the industry everyday. But
when considered “at five-year intervals,
the changes are huge.”

With electronics coming a long way in
the industry, Murakami says high-tech
gadgets have become standard fishing
equipment. “Back when we started selling
fish finders, the odd person had one in

their boat. Now, its pretty much standard
equipment.”

Murakami says there is no one certain
reason why Natural Sports has sustained
business for a quarter-century; however,
the staff’s focus on customer service
has contributed to the company’s
success. “Helping people catch fish is one

of our mottos.”
The store has a full-time staff of six, as

well as three part-timers. “We’ve got a
good staff here, which is a plus for me,”
says Murakami. He says the entire staff is
very active in fishing and enjoy the reward
of helping their customers with their
favourite pastime. “Most fishermen will tell

Nelson Murakami (left) owner of Natural Sports, John Burkhardt, manager, Dave Harris, assistant manager, John Pipe, sales
representative, and a faux fish friend that has never seen the ocean – unlike the Natural Sports team, all avid fishing fans.

“Helping people catch fish
is one of our mottos.”

FEATURE STORY
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you – when you can help other people
catch fish it’s a good feeling..”

Aside from the in-depth customer serv-
ice, Murakami says he also attributes the
store’s success to their specialized selec-
tion of products and tackle. “You need to
be up on the latest changes.”

He adds he thinks a lot of customers
come back to Natural Sports for the
expertise and the selection. “We would
have as good of a selection as pretty much
anyone in Canada.”

As for the financial side of Natural
Sports, Murakami says the business goes
through different cycles. “It’s [the business]
related to the quality of the fishing in
the area.”

He adds right know there is an increase
of fish in Lake Erie, which causes a growth
spurt in the area. “We have customers
come in who heard the fishing is good and
they want to get out on the lake.”

Murakami says these types of growth
spurts are typical during the regular fishing
season, which runs from March to Octo-
ber. He adds the store sees many of these
periodical increases in business for the dif-
ferent types of fishing, as they go around
the different lakes.

Murakami says the store’s location in
the Waterloo Region plays a crucial role in
the success of the business. “We’re cen-
trally located to the Great Lakes.” He says
some tackle places located on a certain
lake will have decreases in business when
the lake’s fishing slows down. “As for us,
our customers might just move lake to
lake depending on the fishing.”

Murakami adds the Region’s diverse
population, stable economy and great
location have contributed to the success of
Natural Sports. He says he believes the
business grew the quickest during the ear-
lier years of the company, around the late
’80s. Although, whatever Murakami was
doing back then still works to this day, as
he says the store has also seen an
increase in the last few years.

Murakami says he is pleased by the
store’s growth, as it has reached a point
where he can take more time off and do
more fishing himself. “Although I don’t
think that I had a specific plan to be at any
one spot in the future, my intention has
always been to grow the business.”

As for Murakami, he says he still has his
busy periods, usually at the beginning of
the season when getting the store all
geared up, where he works long hours
every day.

All business aside, Murakami says he
has a lot of personal memories he has
gathered over the past 25 years as a tackle
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store owner. “It seems like 25 years has
gone by like that,” Murakami says with a
quick snap of his fingers. “I’ll see cus-
tomers come in now, that I remember
being brought in with their dads as little
kids, and now they’re bringing in their
kids, so that’s something that really makes
me feel ... old,” he says with a grin.

He adds that all joking aside, it is fulfill-
ing to see the full generation of fishermen
come around, and see the love for fishing
being passed on through their families.
Despite some families keeping the fishing
tradition alive, the participation in the
sport across Canada is on a decline per
capita. With fishing not as common as it
used to be, Murakami says competition
from more-popular activities like paint
balling, laser quest and video games, have
made it a challenge for the fishing industry
to attract interest in the sport from the
younger generation. “When I was growing
up, all the kids I went to school with had
tried fishing at least once. Nowadays, if
you go into a school and ask all the 10-
year-old kids, only a fraction of them have
tried fishing.”

Despite the lower participation in fish-
ing around the country, Natural Sports has
been able to stay afloat, and continues to

draw customers through its doors.
Aside from running his own fishing

store, Murakami also devotes some of his
spare time promoting the sport, as a direc-
tor of the Canadian Sport Fishing Industry
Association. He has belonged to the asso-
ciation for more than 10 years, and, as a

member, Murakami helped start the Grand
River Bass Derby, which has run for more
than 20 years. “It’s one of the biggest and
longest running bass derbies in Canada.”

Murakami says the derby has become a
popular community event. “It gets people
out fishing... Some people think they have
to drive two hours to fish, but that’s just
not true.”

He adds the association feels like they
contributed to the encouragement of get-
ting people out to fish locally. “When we
started the derby 20 years ago there was
hardly anybody fishing the Grand River,
and now it’s a pretty popular spot.”

With 25 years behind it, Murakami says
Natural Sports will continue to grow as
they have in the past, with the addition of
more specialty items in each category of
their merchandise. “With limited leisure
time, I would say people want to spend
their time out there (fishing) efficiently and
what makes fishing fun is catching, so we
hope to help them in that sense.”

With a spectacular specialized selection
of merchandise, a knowledgeable staff and
an owner dedicated to the well-being of
the sport of fishing and its participants,
Natural Sports continues to reel in the
business after 25 years. X

Murakami’s most famous client was George Bush Sr., for
whom he made a fly-fishing rod.

FEATURE STORY
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THE WEAKEST LINK
To develop world class products and services, you need to be part of
a world class suppy chain

DOUG CATER is a founding
partner of Process Impact
Inc., a manufacturing
consulting company.
email: dcater@pii.on.ca.

by DOUG CATER

MANUFACTURING METHODS

Reducing the Supply Base
The automotive industry has been rationalizing

their supply base for years, focused on finding reli-
able suppliers to partner with at the most fundamen-
tal levels. They are looking for firms who can share in
everything from product design and material selec-
tion, to marketing and distribution. It takes years to
develop the processes and the trust necessary to
build a strong relationship with your supplier. It also
takes a significant investment. From a selfish per-
spective as a customer, you have limited resources,
why invest in more than one main supplier for each
commodity?

From a selfish perspective as a supplier, you have
limited resources, why invest them with a customer
who is not committed to your success? If you are one
of two or even three “approved” suppliers, used
against each other to hammer down prices, how suc-
cessful can you be? What incentive do you have to
invest in future technologies and improvement
efforts, when you have no confidence that you will
get the next piece of business... and if you do, it is
likely to be at lower price than the last contract? A
supplier in this environment will ultimately succumb
to the pressure and fail the system.
Lean Concepts

In a successful supply chain, each link focuses
internally on their own waste, and works externally

with both suppliers and customers to identify system
waste. Typically, waste in the supply chain between
companies is more prevalent than within, so the
opportunity to positively impact the end user’s expe-
rience is even greater.

Waste between companies will generally manifest
itself in long lead times; excessive “pipeline” invento-
ries; design and quality related problems; and exces-
sive transaction and transportation costs. Lean sup-
ply chains, like lean companies, should remain dedi-
cated to smaller batch sizes, more frequent “milk
run” deliveries, reduced paperwork and improved
measurement and reporting in each of these areas.

To develop world class products and services, you
need to be part of a world class supply chain, one
that is focused on ensuring the customer gets the
right product at the right cost, and one that is also
focused on its strength and reliability from raw mate-
rial to finished goods. If any organizations in that
supply chain are unreliable for any reason, it will
affect your ability to maintain or improve your bottom
line. Working together with your suppliers, and your
customers, to strengthen the entire supply chain and
improve the end customer’s experience, is the only
way to build a sustainable business. X

Those who have followed my column for some time
have heard me harping on Lean from almost every

aspect of the business. We challenged everything
from traditional accounting practices to the use of
visual controls for managing activities on the shop
floor. Mostly however, we’ve looked at what you can
do inside your facility to control waste and improve
performance. At this point I’d like to focus your think-
ing outside of your organization.

We describe a collection of organizations convert-
ing raw materials into finished goods for end users as
a value chain, or a supply chain, and the “chain” is a
great analogy from many perspectives. Not the least
of which is the consideration of their collective
strength. When we consider the same group of com-
panies from a communication perspective it might be
better to think of them as a “network”, but that’s a

topic for another article.
It’s tough to disagree that the customer’s experi-

ence is a function of the entire supply chain. And if
we can agree that the customer’s perception of value
is affected to the greatest extent by Price, Quality,
Delivery and Service, then we can assess the impact
of the entire supply chain on that experience.

Probably the easiest way to view this is from our
own perspective, as most of us are both suppliers and
customers. Think about how quickly your blood pres-
sure rises when a supplier misses a key delivery date.
Consider how problematic it is when an entire ship-
ment of material or components has quality related
problems resulting in rework at your facility. Consider
the impact when your suppliers “pass on” price
increases from their suppliers. In the end, we all suc-
ceed or fail in satisfying the end user as an intercon-
nected group of companies. Our collective success or
failure is clearly a function of the weakest link rela-
tive to price, quality and delivery.

Accepting this should cause you think very differ-
ently about your suppliers, and theirs. In fact, if we
bring this perspective to the traditional approach to
supply base management, a lot of the concepts make
more sense.

In the end, we all succeed or fail in satisfying
the end user as an interconnected group of companies.
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BEYOND BORED MEETINGS
Breathing life into the most important board activity

lion dollar prospects and elaborate on the chilling news
of a senior executive’s departure.” Give people reasons
to want to be at the meeting.
Remember that Size Matters
Not every agenda item is equal in importance or

time requirement. Countless board hours get frittered
away on “matters arising from the minutes” and then
there is insufficient discussion on more weighty issues
because the time has run out. Converting “matters aris-
ing...” into actual agenda items allows them to be prior-
itized on the agenda. The most important matters go
first. If some items have to be rushed, it’s better to
breeze through the less critical ones at the end. Or just
drop them!
Demand Preparation
Weighty agenda items usually involve a volume of

background information. It’s always best to concentrate
meeting time on the actual interchange of perspectives
and decision making, so it’s important to ensure that
every board member receives an informative yet con-
cise backgrounder well ahead of the meeting. And it’s
essential that they all read it!
Use Structure for Engagement
People rarely fall asleep when they’re talking. But if

people aren’t involved enough to talk, they may be
thinking more about how to keep their eyes open than
how to create company wealth. Frequent engagement
is essential for effective meetings.

One way to accomplish this and encourage proper
preparation is to assign a certain agenda item or two to
each director. They will be the first to turn to when
questions arise. They may be expected to lead out with
their analysis of the item at the start of the discussion.
And, because we all want to shine in our responsibili-
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BUILDING BETTER BOARDS

Most people find board meetings to be about as inter-
esting as watching slides of their great aunt’s

bridge party. Fortunately, we don’t turn out the lights
for most board meetings! Considering that meetings
are the only times boards have the authority to func-
tion, poor meetings produce poor boards.
If directors are going to add value to the businesses

they govern, their meetings will look much different
than the current clique gatherings that commonly mas-
querade as board meetings.
Annotate your Agenda
Take a lesson from popular magazines like Fast

Company, and Inc. To provoke people to read their arti-
cles, their tables of contents include a punchy descrip-
tion under every title. Board meeting agendas are typi-
cally flat and vague. Worse, some are simply last
month’s agenda warmed over. And if last month’s

meeting was boring, guess what people expect from
the upcoming meeting.
Freshen up the agenda to trigger some positive

expectation in the board members. Rather than simply
listing “Report of the CEO,” underscore it by adding that
“Brad will update on progress with two new multi-mil-

Shake up the old sit-on-our-butts-and-yap-about-it approach
to add energy, creativity, and openness.

JIM BROWN is a an author and
founding partner of Strive!,
a governance coaching
company with offices in
Guelph and Ohio. Jim’s
most recent book is “The
Imperfect Board Member”
email: jim@strive.com

by JIM BROWN
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ties, they will be much better prepared
than if it was left to chance.

And rather than allow the same extro-
verted people to answer every question
posed, turn regularly to the introverted
ones for the wisdom that warranted their
appointment to the board.

Better yet, structure the response for
some agenda items. This may mean ask-
ing board members to pair up and list
three pros and cons about a proposal
being considered. It may mean assigning

teams of three directors to argue “for”
and three to argue “against” in a debate.
It could involve everyone circulating the
room with markers to write their ideas on
four flip chart pages posted around the
table with headings like “upside risk,”
“downside risk,” “our strengths,” and
“competitor strengths.” Shake up the old
s i t -on-our-but ts-and-yap-about- i t
approach to add energy, creativity, and
openness.
Welcome Conflict

Real openness comes when we are
willing to say what we think without
fearing that someone may not like our
comments. For the meeting to be effec-
tive and not boring more must be shared
than information. It’s best when some
emotional energy gets exchanged.
Encourage people to disagree (without
any personal attacks). Invite differences
and challenges. That’s when the deeper
perspectives come to the table. And
when we learn to do it and maintain
respect for each other, we become much
stronger as a board team.
Put an End to Bored Meetings

Make a decision to spark life into every
meeting of your board. It’s the only set-
ting where your board is entitled to make
decisions and set the course for the
future. We owe our best thinking, our
most energetic input, and our most dis-
cerning decision making to the compa-
nies we serve. And the best place for that
to happen is in our duly-convened board
meetings! X
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try alone. The key for business, then, is how can one
measure productivity in order to assure that they are
aligning their strategic plans to maintain short and long-
term productivity gains.

There are basically two ways to improve perform-
ance. One, make your people more productive and two,
invest in technology and equipment. Either of these or a
combination thereof, if employed effectively, will reward
a company with the productivity gains needed to survive,
grow and prosper. Often small, private, entrepreneurial
focused companies give us better business lessons
rather than large, slow-to-react, process focused corpo-
rations. One thing that private businesses have shown
us is the back-to-basics approach to performance
improvements. This back-to-basics approach has seven
key components that when addressed properly can guar-
antee performance success in achieving the illusive pro-
ductivity gains required of all businesses today.
Fly alone die alone

The days of one person leading the performance pro-

ductivity charge are gone. The culture of an organization
dictates its ultimate performance. Organizations that
create a performance culture and have well entrenched
beliefs throughout the entire organization deliver year
after year on productivity performance success.
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PRODUCTIVITY
Our weapon against job losses

DENNIS GRIMM is City Leader
with PricewaterhouseCoopers
for their Kitchener,Waterloo,
Cambridge and Guelph
practices.

Recently PricewaterhouseCoopers surveyed private
businesses from around the world and found that 59%

of Canadian respondents were confident about revenue
growth over the next twelve months. An overwhelming
84.6% of the respondents thought that improving produc-
tivity was a key component to this strategic growth.
Today, growth is as much a survival strategy as it is a
profit optimization plan. Growth is more about productivi-
ty gains than it is in capturing increasing market share,

although the latter tends to follow the former.
The business world today is relentless in asking com-

panies to provide more products and services for less.
While the automotive sector is notorious for constantly
asking for more for less it is not restricted to that indus-

INITIATIVES

Today, growth is as much a survival strategy as it is a profit optimization plan.

by DENNIS GRIMM

1175 Weber Street East, Kitchener (519) 894-9300
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At the end the day it really is the people
In order to assure the culture is aligned

with the productivity performance strategy,
individual people need also to be aligned.
An organization has to get the most out of
its people if it hopes to achieve success in
today’s business world. This means not
only having the right people but having the
right people in the right positions with the
right responsibility and with a clear under-
standing of what is required.
Revenue innovation

Today it isn’t just about cost cutting.
Cost cutting without revenue growth may
result in some short term performance
success but will undoubtedly lead to long-
term failure. Different services, different
products, different revenue streams all
have to be sought in order to achieve top
line growth at the same time cost cutting
controls are put in place.
Managed change

All too often we see the flavor of the
month rolled out by management only to
see it fail. Never seek a major changing
initiative without first making sure that the
resources to manage it are properly in
place. Cost control is important in all
aspects of a business but this is not a time
to be penny wise and pound foolish.
Change initiatives are important and need
to be properly managed. This includes

realistic targets, objective standards for
measuring them and preferably gauging
them against external benchmarks. To
announce that we are going to increase
profits by 50% without accountability, clear
realistic targets, resources applied to
implementation and measurement will
have the opposite effect on a company.
Communication is key

Top down direction with bottom up exe-
cution enables bigger improvements than
“a stick”. Today, leadership is more about
communicating and establishing goals
than motivating people. In days gone by
the boss held his or her position because
he or she had information the troops did
not have. This is no longer the case. Trans-
parency is a motivating factor and it is
what a performance culture thrives on. All
too often the need for honesty even when
the news is bad is lost in the hype of a pro-
ductivity gain initiative.
A balanced scorecard

There is one thing that I have learnt
over the years and that is, what is meas-
ured is what employees will focus on. It is
absolutely critical therefore in a perform-
ance success oriented company that a bal-
anced scorecard be developed. If you
measure only cost reductions that is all
you will get and that can be done to the
detriment of the company. Performance

measurements should be relevant, accu-
rate and balanced and should measure not
only financial outcomes but also other
drivers of performance related to customer
satisfaction, recruitment, retainment of
people, innovation and other identified
success factors important to the long and
short term success of the company.
Sustainability

We live in an environment where suc-
cess tends to get measured on a daily,
weekly and quarterly basis. Much of this is
reinforced by the need of our younger gen-
eration “X” and generation “Y” employees.
Instant gratification and feedback is the
norm. This makes it very easy to fall into
the trap of focusing on short-term results
to the detriment of long-term sustainabili-
ty. The long-term sustainability of a com-
pany must remain the focus on any pro-
ductivity or success initiatives.

There are many challenges today and
tomorrow, the least of which are cheap
offshore labor, rising commodity and ener-
gy prices, strengthening Canadian dollar...
to mention only a few. However, a compa-
ny focused on long-term productivity
improvements with a performance success
oriented culture acting upon the above
critical success factors not only will be
able to face these challenges, they will
thrive as a result of them. X
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WHEN PROFIT DOES NOT
EQUAL VALUE
Building a valuable enterprise by creating a legacy

LOU DIETRICH (MBA) is a local
VP of Regional Commercial,
an M&A firm helping
business owners sell or
position their company for
eventual sale. Email:
lou@regionalcommercial.com.

by LOU DIETRICH

EXIT STRATEGY

value. A company’s infrastructure is valuable to the
buyer of a business because (unlike people) it is
something of permanence that they can take owner-
ship of and replicate, ensuring an ongoing legacy of
value-creation.
In 1954, the founders of McDonald’s built their com-

pany’s legacy on the shoulders of an effective infra-
structure – otherwise known as the “McDonald’s sys-
tem”, which enabled the company to deliver a legacy of
consistent and predictable value independent of the
specific people in the system.
• Build the value of your company’s brand. Two condi-

tions must be present in order for your company’s
brand to contribute to a legacy of success. First, the
company (not the owner, the company) must have a
great reputation and a loyal following of customers.
Second, the customer loyalty to the company must
outweigh the customer loyalty to any of the individu-
als in the company. Companies that have built valu-
able brands experience high rates of customer reten-
tion whether its owner exits the company or its
front-line people leave to join a competitor. In this
way, a strong brand serves to combat key-man
dependency – ensuring a legacy of success.
I was recently advising the owner of a very profitable

niche manufacturing company whose failure to estab-
lish his company’s brand is severely inhibiting his retire-
ment plans. The company’s customers require complex,
custom-engineered products, and the owner (who has
strong engineering capabilities) has always been per-
ceived by the customers as the source of those solu-
tions. As such, the reputation and customer loyalty rests
with the owner. Had the owner utilized all his years in
business to build a strong company brand, he would

Business owners commonly succeed in creating
highly profitable companies, yet fail to optimize the

value of their enterprise. In some cases, there is little
or no value to their business at all. How does this hap-
pen? Isn’t the value of the business just a function of
its profitability?

While it is important to build bottom line results, a
company’s results must be a function of capabilities or
endowments that will survive indefinitely if the enter-
prise is to have value. If success is dependent on any
one individual in the company (otherwise known as
key-man dependency), there is no legacy. No legacy
means there is nothing of value that can be transferred
to the next business owner. Only when a company’s

success is a function of capabilities that will survive
indefinitely does the business owner create a valuable
enterprise – a legacy.

Here are some strategies the owner can use to build
a profitable legacy:
• Build an effective infrastructure. Infrastructure con-

sists of all of the systems, processes, technology and
equipment that (when combined with people) enable
the company to deliver consistent and predictable

If success is dependent on any one individual in the company there is no legacy.
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have created a valuable legacy that would
have survived a transfer of ownership and
served him well in his retirement.
• Differentiate your product/service in
defendable or sustainable ways. Anoth-
er way that an owner can create a prof-
itable legacy is by developing a unique
and innovative product or service offer-
ing. But it must do so in defendable or
sustainable ways. The product may be
patented, difficult for competitors to
emulate, or there may be inherent
advantages that enable your company
to remain ahead on the development
curve. The main thing is that the prod-
uct or service can be expected to be
differentiated into the future in ways
that matter to your target market.

• Build your company’s scale and market
presence. Building scale and market
presence can lead to advantages in the
form of operating efficiencies, purchas-
ing power, and inventory fill rates; as
well as customer awareness and per-
ception advantages. A business owner
can build scale and market presence in
one of two ways – through organic
growth or acquisitions.
A company need only seek a scale

advantage within the niche and/or geo-

graphic market it serves. I am currently
selling an extremely profitable, $5 million
revenue company that has a dominant
market share in the geography and niche
it serves. Its extreme profitability is a
function of the advantages it derives from
its scale and market presence. Although

it is a small business, it is clearly the
largest company in the small market that
it serves -- and that’s all that matters.
• Build a team with strong capabilities,
chemistry, and culture. When success is
a function of any one individual in the
company, there is no legacy. However,
when success is a function of the
strength of the team, this is a more sus-
tainable source of value. It is particular-
ly important to have a strong manage-

ment team, to help ensure continuity
following the exit of the business owner
(who is often the company’s leader).

• Address the big threats to the compa-
ny’s legacy. Among other things, buy-
ers will discount or avoid companies
with a high concentration of sales in
the hands of a few customers; compa-
nies that are poorly positioned to com-
pete against substitute products or off-
shore competition (or perhaps their
customer base is poorly positioned);
and companies whose success is
dependent on a key supplier arrange-
ment. Although these are the most
common threats to a company’s legacy,
it is far from a complete list. The busi-
ness owner must identify and address
whatever threats are most relevant to
their company’s legacy to help maxi-
mize enterprise value upon exit.
There are many strategies for building

your company into a profitable legacy.
Regardless of which strategies you use,
the underlying goal is to create a compa-
ny whose success is a function of capa-
bilities and endowments that will survive
indefinitely. In this way you will create a
valuable legacy that can be transferred to
the next business owner. X

The underlying goal is to
create a company whose success

is a function of capabilities
and endowments that will

survive indefinitely.

EXIT STRATEGY
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they must stay focused on their mission and what the
organization is committed to deliver. It is essential that
they balance the need to run the project to its full
potential and not short change the operation of their
charity to do so. “Many not-for-profits end up working
with bad computers, broken furniture, badly main-
tained facilities, inadequate accounting tools and lousy
pay for staff. All of this only ends up bringing the chari-
ty down,” adds Brothers.
Our community can best be served when not-for-

profit organizations and donors form partnerships. One
way to do this is to have not-for-profit organizations
strategize with their current donors and ask them to
commit for a two, three, or five-year time frame. “This
type of commitment allows the not-for-profit to focus
on its mission and long term solutions, as well as
allows the community to know that the service will be
there in future years,” says Katharine Schmidt, Execu-
tive Director of the Food Bank of Waterloo Region.
“Not-for-profits can then concentrate on the important
programs and initiatives they offer to the people they
serve, rather than on finding operating funds each
year,” adds Schmidt.
Marvi Ricker, BMO Financial Vice-President and

Manager Director, Philanthropic Services, BMO Harris
Private Banking, says, “The days of [donors] just writ-
ing a cheque and forgetting about it is dying. People
want to be involved with the issues they support and

they want to know that their money is being used in a
good way, in an effective way, and for the cause they
had intended.”
As a community, we have a unique opportunity.

More than eight out of ten people living in the census
metropolitan area (CMA) of Kitchener-Waterloo, made
financial donations to charitable and nonprofit organi-
zations according to the data from the 2004 National
Survey of Giving, Volunteering and Participating
(NSGVP). Their gifts totaled $77 million.
With this generosity, we have both a challenge and a

responsibility to educate, inform, collaborate and part-
ner with these giving individuals to make the most
effective, impactful use of their donations on behalf of
the people we serve in our Region. On the other hand,
it is imperative that donors understand the importance
of a strong, effective not-for-profit sector in order to
deliver the imaginative and effective programs they
passionately wish to bring to life. Partnership and col-
laborations involving both of these perspectives are the
way of our future. X
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ROSEMARY SMITH is CEO of
the Kitchener and Waterloo
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IMPACT & INVOLVEMENT
The benefits when not-for-profit agencies partner with donors

by ROSEMARY SMITH One explanation for the difference between charity
and philanthropy states that charity comes from the

heart with no expectation of reward or recognition
while philanthropy is deliberate with intentions for
results.
With an increase in philanthropy, how can a donor

be involved with his/her gifts, yet make sure the gift is
truly helping the community of his/her choice?
In response to this question, donors are making a

point of being better informed in regards to both their
funding contributions and the charity where their gifts
can make a difference for the cause that is most
important to them. In response to this trend, not-for-
profit organizations are making a strategic effort to
build relationships with potential and on-going donors
to keep them informed of the ever changing needs of
the charity and its recipients. While it is appealing for

donors to fund initiatives that are new, innovative and
fresh, it is the not-for-profit’s responsibility to inform
the donor that for every new initiative or program,
there is a cost to manage it.
“For every new project, it costs between 10% and

15% to manage the infrastructure,” says Cathy Broth-
ers, CEO of the Catholic Family Counselling Centre.
When told the impact of what their funding will do,
donors are usually understanding and agreeable to pay
infrastructure costs, as long as they are supporting
programs for which they hold great passion.
“Donors don’t want to buy 10 computers, but will do

so if the 10 computers help 500 children participate in
something they hold near and dear to their hearts,”
says Brothers.
Donor advised funding definitely has its place within

the not-for-profit world. Many charities have started
programs with one time funding, where the impact of
that program had the community feeling it in shock
waves. Not-for-profit organizations do need to be
mindful that in receiving funding for new initiatives,

Many charities have started programs with one time funding,
where the impact of that program had the community feeling it in shock waves.

THE FACES OF PHILANTHROPY
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BLESSED IS HE WHO
EXPECTS NOTHING...
....for he shall never be disappointed.

DAN GIRARD CFP, FMA is
an Investment Advisor
with CIBCWood Gundy
in Waterloo.
email: daniel.girard@cibc.ca

by DANIEL E. GIRARD

WEALTH MANAGEMENT

ductive, professional relationship: the development of a
written Investment Policy Statement, an identified target
rate of return, on-going detailed performance reporting
and transparency.

An Investment Policy Statement (IPS) is to the invest-
ment professional what the blueprint is to the architect.
It articulates the essential elements of what you’re try-
ing to accomplish and how it’s going to be achieved.
Portfolio design is driven by the information contained
within this document. A few pages are often enough;
however, it’s fundamental to the investment process, so
expect one.

There’s an old saying that goes something like,
“Know where you want to go, or you’ll never know if
you’re on track to get there”. The same holds true for
investing. For each pool of money that has a particular
goal – for example, retirement – there should be a tar-
geted rate of return for that portfolio. This target should
be expressed within the IPS and should be based on
your goals and risk tolerance. The Ontario Teachers
Pension Plan, for instance, states in their IPS a long-
term goal of inflation plus five-percent. Without a tar-

geted rate of return, it’s difficult to argue that a portfolio
is developed optimally and its risks fully understood.

Although investing should be viewed as a long-term
proposition, an annual performance report is essential
to ensure that you are on track to meet your goals; it
also serves as a means to gauge your advisor’s effec-
tiveness in managing your portfolio. The report should
include a cumulative rate of return since the advisor
began managing the assets, a compounded annual
average rate of return for the same time period, and
specific calendar year returns. All of which should be
net of deposits, withdrawals and costs, and compared to
your return target and appropriate benchmarks.

Iwas recently in Japan and although a great number
of my experiences while there impressed me, one

thing that stood out above all else was the level of
service I received. Whether it was the concierge at my
hotel, a waiter in one of the many restaurants I visited
or the proprietor of a street side fish stall, all excelled
at the level of service they provided.

This may be, as best-selling author Ken Blanchard
discusses in his book “Raving Fans”, because we as
consumers have such low expectations of what we
receive from the businesses we patronize, that almost

anything passes as satisfactory.
Assuming you lean more towards Blanchard, and

his desire for better service, and less toward Alexan-
der Pope, who’s credited with the title of this article,
let’s examine what you should expect from you invest-
ment advisor – a.k.a. financial advisor, planner, wealth
manager, etc.

Not unlike lawyers and accountants, investment
advisors all have their own unique way of plying their
trade. And even though services and service levels will
vary among different advisors, there are certain funda-
mental offerings that every client should insist upon. I
consider the following four to be essential for a pro-

For each pool of money that has a particular goal there should be
a targeted rate of return for that portfolio.
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WEALTH MANAGEMENT

BUDGET 2007
Impact of interest deductibility limitations on Canadian business competitiveness

by NOREEN MARCHAND On March 19, 2007, the federal government proposed new inter-
national tax legislation that would eliminate the deductibility of

interest on debt incurred by Canadian corporations for purposes of
financing foreign affiliates. This proposal would defer the deduction
of interest expense and pool it for future deduction if the affiliate’s
shares generated taxable income or capital gain. Moreover, these
rules would apply as soon as 2008.

This was the most significant and controversial change proposed
in Canadian international tax law since the introduction of foreign

affiliate system and it caught unsuspecting businesses, banks and
tax advisors equally off guard. This fundamental shift in Canadian
international tax policy led to an outcry in the business, financial
and tax communities that these provisions would impair the global
competitiveness of Canadian businesses, and that significant trans-
action costs would have to be incurred if Canadian businesses had

These provisions do not spark Canadian
businesses’ global competitiveness.
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Lastly, for a trusting and professional
relationship, I suggest that transparency
is vital. Transparency in the investment
world means that you understand all of
the costs associated with your portfolio…
both imbedded and explicit. It also means
that any advisor biases are brought to the
forefront. These include limitations on
investment accessibility as well as any
recommendations that are tied to the

advisor’s firm, i.e. proprietary offerings.
Japanese culture intrinsically values

quality and service, and after experienc-
ing it firsthand, I have to say, it’s nice.
Although service is often considered sim-
ply aesthetically desirable, in the world of
investment management, receiving the
proper services often dictates the quality
of results as well. Therefore, take a les-
son from our friends to the East and raise
your expectations as to what constitutes
‘satisfactory’. Sayonara. X

GUEST COLUMN

For a trusting and professional
relationship, I suggest that

transparency is vital.
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to renegotiate existing loans to adjust for
these rules, given the short transitional
period. In response to these concerns,
Canada’s Finance Minister announced
changes to these proposals, May 14. This
article will summarize the revisions to the
interest deductibility proposals, explain the
government’s rationale for the new rules,
and question whether or not these revi-
sions adequately ensure Canadian compet-
itiveness in an increasingly global market.
What are the revised proposals?

Under the revised proposals, Canadian
tax deductions for interest paid on funds bor-
rowed in Canada to invest in foreign affiliates
will no longer be fully eliminated. Rather,
commencing in 2012, Canadian interest
expense deductions will be denied if they
relate to foreign affiliate investments where
the corporate group is entitled to deduct the
same or equivalent expense elsewhere.

More specifically, the government pro-
poses that interest on borrowed funds that a
corporation resident in Canada uses to
finance a foreign affiliate be non-deductible
to the extent that any foreign affiliate in the
same corporate group has interest income
that has been recharacterized as active busi-
ness income and that is traceable to Canadi-
an interest. Where the recharacterized
income has borne foreign tax, the Canadian
interest expense will be deductible in pro-
portion to the foreign tax rate. In other
words, a grossed-up amount of tax, repre-
senting the amount of income that would
have generated that amount of tax had the
foreign country applied a Canadian tax rate,
will continue to support the deductibility of
the interest expense in Canada.
Why restrict interest deductibility?

The revised provisions support the gov-
ernment’s view that Canada should not sub-
sidize Canadian corporations’ acquisition
and operation of subsidiaries in foreign
countries by making investment outside
Canada no less costly than investment in
Canada. To achieve this, the new provisions
specifically target “double-dip structures”
and “tower structures” that utilize tax
havens and/or differences between Canadi-
an and foreign tax law to obtain multiple
interest deductions in respect of one
instance of borrowing. These structures
allow Canadian businesses to reduce their
tax overall tax costs through extra interest
deductions, which in effect are subsidies
from the Canadian taxpayer. The govern-
ment justifies this position by suggesting
that the only other alternative to limiting the
erosion of Canada’s tax base by creative tax
planners is to increase taxes for citizens and
small businesses, something it does not
want to do. The government also points to

the fact that other developed countries
restrict tax avoidance by their residents as
well, and argues that a country’s overall
competitive position should not be judged
solely by the ability of its businesses to
obtain multiple interest deductions.
Can Canadian businesses still compete?

Despite the government’s persuasive
arguments that Canada’s economic and
business competitiveness should be meas-
ured on a broader spectrum of issues
reaching beyond interest deductibility with
respect to foreign investment, I remain
skeptical as to the impact of the interest
deductibility provisions on Canadian busi-
nesses’ ability to compete in global expan-
sion. An increasingly competitive market-
place is forcing all businesses to look
beyond their traditional borders to find
both lower cost alternatives and broader
customer base. This is a fact that is inde-
pendent of tax rates and incentives offered
in the businesses’ home countries.

Until recently, Canadian businesses had
the benefit of one of the most favourable
foreign affiliate systems, that ensured no
incremental Canadian tax was paid when
repatriating business profits from other
jurisdictions, even when the rate of tax
paid offshore was significantly less, as well
as the “indirect foreign expansion subsidy”
by Canada’s allowance of interest deduc-
tions on borrowings to fund foreign opera-
tions even when profits from those opera-
tions would not be taxed here. With the
new rules, these double benefits will be
gone. Even with decreasing corporate tax
rates, the cost of foreign expansion for
Canadian businesses will go up.

The new provisions may support match-
ing of income and deduction, and therefore
overall tax fairness. They may even put
Canadian businesses in positions no worse
than their US, UK, German, French and
Japanese counterparts. These provisions,
however, do not spark Canadian business-
es’ global competitiveness. On a go for-
ward basis, it will be much more costly for
a Canadian business to expand globally
than it was in the past. This will be a hur-
dle Canadian businesses will have to cope
with to grow and compete internationally.

If you have existing Canadian based
debt for purposes of funding foreign opera-
tions or are planning to borrow to acquire
or establish foreign operations, it is critical
that you understand how these new provi-
sions can impact your business. Your US
and cross-border tax advisor should be
able to make recommendations on how to
best finance you foreign operations from a
tax perspective, particularly given the pro-
posal of this new legislation. X
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